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"idle." Big deal.
The outline of the Clintonian plan is as follows: Welfarees
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job." Since nothing prevents
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them from "finding a job" now
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the fundamentals of economics,
government, and American history.
Pulling against the forces of
decentralization is an equally
conspicuous force of centralization. Bill Clinton wants to give
the federal government more
power. Henry Cisneros wants to
forcibly unite cities and suburbs.
Janet Reno sends her shock
troops out under any pretense.
Nafta attempts to expand the
borders of the U.S. government
itself.
The ancients would tell us
this is inevitable. Mass democracies-especially those in heterogeneous societies- frequently
sway from tyranny to dissolution
and back again, and ultimately
self destruct by undennining immutable standards of law and
justice.
But will secession help to recapture lost liberties, or will
it create a thousand petty tyrannies? First, self-government
is its own reward, regardless
of the political and econo. · ··· · "lnic consequences. Second, the
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problems associated with welfare, but only if those new jobs
pay high enough salaries. But
high salaries paid by taxpayers
can only add further burdens on
public spending, leading to higher taxes, more inflation, or both.
A better solution to our
current problem would be the
one this country followed after
the Second World War. In 12
months, the federal government

legitimate functions of government-controlling crime and
enforcing contracts--are better
undertaken at the local level than
by distant enforcers. 'Third, government can be more closely
monitored when it is close to
home. Troublemakers are within
eyesight and earshot. Finally,
today's mobility of capital and
population would establish competition between autonomous
regions, creating a political pull
toward freedom.
Some would say that 1865
settled the question of secession
forever. In the War between the
States, the North used the issue
of slavery to capture the moral
high ground. Yet today's conditions are different. There are no
high moral reasons remaining
· for not returning to a truly federalsystem.
As the central government
expands and national .unity
crwnbles, people will seek to find
other forms of unity with their
neighbors. They will find people
with common grievances, like
taxation, crime, and cultural

degradation. They will organize
themselves into mini-nations
based on those common grievances. They .will unite against the
oppressors, in the same way
that thousands did in Eastern
Europe.
For Ludwig von Mises, the
right of self-detennination is
inseparable from the broader
principle of liberty, as he argued
in his neglected post-Versailles
treatise Nati(JTl, State, and Ec(JTlomy. "No people and part of a
people," he says echoing
Jefferson, "shall be held against
its will in a political association
that it does not want." This is
what Mises called the "nationality principle." It "bears no sword
against members of other
nations. It is directed in tyrannos."
AsJefferson similarly said in a
famous passage, governments are
instituted among men, deriving
their powers from the consent of
the governed. Whenever any
form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the
right of the people to alter or
abolish it. +

reduced its employment by 10
million, the equivalent today, in
relation to the labor force, of 22
million. At the same time, the
government went from running
a high deficit to running a substantial budget surplus.
The Keynesian economists
of the era predicted massive
unemployment. Instead, the
annual \Ulemployment rate
never reached 4%. Markets

handled the adjustment from
war to peace beautifully, without
job training programs, welfare
programs, or civil rights laws.
Rather than adding new employees at various levels of government, we should start eliminating them. Recreating that
post-war employment policy
would be a fitting way to celebrate the end of the Cold
War.+

"Professor von Mises pllllctures fallacies, deflates claims, confronts contradictions, attacks sheer intellectual muddle with the ruthlessness of a fire consuming
rubbish." That's how The Ecrmomist reviewed Socialism, Mises's 1922 bombshell.
On the other hand, the Communist Daily Wurkercalled the book "a voice from the
tomb. There is not an idea in it that is not as dead as the Dodo."
That fascinating information took only a moment to find in Bettina Bien
Greaves stunning Mises: An Annotated Bibliography. At nearly 400 pages, it has
thousands of entries on the books, monographs, articles, addresses, reviews, and
prefaces by Mises. It features reviews of his books appearing in many languages,
and excerpts from nearly every article on Mises's thought from 1909 to 1984.
Mrs. Greaves is a close student ofMises, as well as a colleague, and her life work
is a monumental contribution to economic and historical scholarship. The hardback is $32.75, which includes U.S. postage.
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